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Introduction

Simulation, as defined by the Center for Medical Simulation, Cambridge, Mass., USA, is a situation or environment created to allow persons to experience a representation of a real event for the purpose of practicing, learning, evaluating, testing, or to gain understanding about systems or human actions. The field of simulation is now growing exponentially. At present more than 1,000 simulation centers have been established worldwide.

Simulation applications have become increasingly common in health care. Treating serious diseases, solving clinical problems and managing complications in health care, and especially hospital care, is associated with risks and hazards. In other industries with high hazards, like aviation, simulation plays an important role in education. As anesthesiologists have to manage a lot of different problems in the perioperative period, anesthesiology boards took the initiative to incorporate simulation in their education and postgraduate training programs. An interdisciplinary, multispecialty and international organization dedicated to the advancement of all types of simulation in health care was established in 2004 [1]. At the meeting of the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) in Chicago, 2006, the new ASA Committee on Simulation Education was founded.
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The first manikins, built by Asmund Laerdal, were introduced in the early 1960s to teach mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and chest compression. Training programs pursuing the contemporary recommendations of the American Heart Association were launched [2]. The next step in developing simulators was the introduction of a computer-driven simulator called Sim One. This simulator even fasciculated after injecting succinylcholine. It was the first so-called ‘high-fidelity simulator’ because of its closeness to real life [3]. Advances in computer technology and mathematical programs for physiology and pharmacology led to the development of so-called ‘human patient simulators’. These manikins combined all the physiological and pharmacological responses of a human being [4].

Simulator types are classified into three different categories: part-task trainers, computer-driven manikins and virtual reality simulators [5]. Part-task trainers are passive and are used for training specific skills, e.g. intubations or establishing venous access. Even more specific trainers were used in the field of endoscopy for teaching bronchoscopy as well as upper and lower gastrointestinal endoscopy. High-fidelity simulators not only possess anatomically correct features, but also recognize various stimuli, talk in an interactive manner and respond to medications through mathematical models. Integration of standardized patient methodology into these simulators increases the learning experience exponentially. The development of high-fidelity simulators is still at the beginning and there is yet a lot of work to be done.

Sedation

Sedation is the drug-induced depression of the level of consciousness. Different scales for the degree of sedation are used and the term ‘continuum of sedation’ describes the changes of consciousness which ranges from anxiolyis and moderate and deep sedation to general anesthesia [6]. In the United States, the majority of gastrointestinal procedures are performed under moderate sedation [7]. Sedation for endoscopy provides comfort to the patient and better examination conditions for the endoscopist [8].

The endoscopist should be able to distinguish moderate from deep levels of sedation and be aware of the different physiological responses concerning the vital organ systems, mainly the breathing and the cardiovascular system. Practice guidelines have been put forth by the ASA Committee for Sedation and Analgesia by Non-Anesthesiologists [6]. The choice of sedative is largely operator-dependent and should be based on maximizing patient comfort while minimizing risks. Benzodiazepines, mainly midazolam (alone or in combination with opioids), are used. The drugs are usually administered by the endoscopist. Propofol, introduced in the 1980s, is now used worldwide for sedation in endoscopy. Two methods have evolved for the administration of propofol under the direction of the practitioner: nurse-administered propofol sedation [9] and balanced propofol sedation or gastroenterologist-directed propofol sedation [10].

Patient Evaluation and Risk Assessment

The main problem during procedural sedation is compromising the respiratory function of the patient. Airway obstruction through the tongue base, soft palate or the epiglottis on the one hand and ventilatory depression mediated by sedatives on the other are the major problems. Patients with higher ASA status and obesity, as well as older patients, are at increased risk for developing hypoxemia during gastrointestinal procedures [11]. Long and complex procedures like ERCP or EUS are further risk factors for complications during sedation [12]. The knowledge of specific side effects and pharmacologic properties of the sedatives are essential for appropriate administration.

Simulation in Endoscopy

It was demonstrated that simulation in the field of endoscopy is extremely useful. Colonoscopy simulators are used worldwide and are part of many curricula in gastroenterology fellowships. Koch et al. [13] have demonstrated that the newer generations of simulators offer a convincing realistic representation of colonoscopy and that the simulator can discriminate between different levels of expertise. A study group in Mainz, Germany, combined a high-fidelity simulator with the Erlanger Endoscopy Trainer, and found that simulation was able to improve personal crisis management and led to an improvement of endoscopic and emergency skills [14].
High-Fidelity Simulation for Sedation and Risk Management

DeMaria et al. [15] offered a training session during the Conference of Endoscopic Sedation that included a full-scale patient simulator. Pre-procedure patient assessment, monitoring, pharmacological profile of sedatives, continuum of sedation and methods of rescue were able to be trained. The satisfaction of the attendees was rated as excellent [15]. High-fidelity simulation is becoming an important tool for education and training in acute areas, like trauma resuscitation, where initial management and therapeutic interventions are critical. In an article by Knudson et al. [16], two groups of surgical residents were randomized to receive a scenario-based trauma curriculum. The first group was assigned were to receive a didactic lecture and the second group the use of a human performance simulator. After a written learning objectives test, the first four trauma resuscitations performed by each participating resident were captured on videotape in the emergency department and graded by two experienced judges blinded to the method of training. The simulator-trained group received higher overall scores and higher scores for crisis management skills [16].

Conclusions

Despite the advances of implementing simulation in education and training, there are still some limitations. At present, using simulation for teaching is expensive. The start-up costs and the expenses for instructors and technicians are high. Moreover, no direct evidence has demonstrated that simulation training improves actual patient safety outcome; therefore, a lot of research in this field remains to be done. Even so, confidence is growing in the validity of medical simulation as the training tool of the future.
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